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Uneven March for card spending with challenges ahead over 2022 
• A mixed March month, but with retail volumes flat in Q1 as Omicron shunts consumers to the side lines.  

• It’s early days, but there were signs of recovery in non-retail spending as spending patterns start to pivot towards 
pre-COVID-19 norms. 

• It is our expectation the retail outlook in general will be challenging over 2022 as headwinds facing the retail 
sector intensify. Durables retail is looking particularly challenging.   

 

Summary and implications  
March retail card spending essentially flatlined, as the continuing Omicron community outbreak generally weighed on 

hospitality spending. Rampant retail price inflation suggests that retail volumes were flat over the March quarter, 

consistent with our expectations of a sluggish quarter for Q1 GDP. There was tentative evidence spending patterns are 

starting to return to pre-COVID-19 norms. However, the outlook for durables retail looks challenging, with the 

consumer dollar being used elsewhere. This factor and sharply higher living costs are expected to weigh on the 

broader retail sector over 2022. Nevertheless, concerted OCR hikes still look to be needed. 

Details: Omicron’s hit smaller than Delta’s 

Retail electronic card spending fell 1.3% mom in seasonally-adjusted terms in March (-0.5% yoy), in line with our 

expectations. It was close to the circa 1% monthly fall suggested by the MBIE card spending data. Excluding fuel and 

vehicle components, core spending fell 1.4% (-1.2% yoy).  Supported by a jump to non-retail spending, total card 

spending rose 1.6% in March (0.9% yoy).  

After spearheading the domestic expansion in 2021, consumers have returned to the side-lines and have not been 

helped by the Omicron outbreak. The mixed March followed the sharp February drop and left retail card spending up 

just 1.9% over the March quarter (core +1.0% qoq, total 2.9%qoq). Given we expect a 2%+ quarterly increase in retail 

prices, this points to a flat outturn for retail volumes in Q1.  

Given the reorientation in spending, retail spending for all the major components was mixed (all figures below are 

mostly seasonally adjusted): 
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- Sizeable rises for non-retail ex-services (14.5% mom, 3.7% qoq). This category includes medical and other health 

care, travel and tour arrangements and is likely to be boosted by the relaxation of border restrictions with kiwis 

booking holidays overseas. It is still 4% below July 2021 levels. 

- Services spending (which includes repair and maintenance and personal care and other personal services) fell for 

a 2nd consecutive month (-5.1% mom, +6.6% qoq), with softer housing market conditions likely encouraging a 

further pullback. Spending was 12% below July 2021 levels. 

- Apparel retail was down 6.9% in March (-2.6% qoq), the 2nd consecutive large monthly fall. 

- Cuts to the fuel excise were largely cancelled out by increased vehicle use, with fuel spending flat over March 

(down 0.1% mom, 2.7% qoq).  High fuel costs are likely to weigh on discretionary spending going forward, 

particularly if cuts to fuel excise duty are not extended. 

- Consumable retail fell 3.3% mom (-1.0% qoq) as precautionary stocks by households were run down, but 

spending looks set to rise given rising food prices.  

- Given the impact of the global pandemic on seasonal 

patterns, Statistics NZ has continued to not publish 

monthly seasonally-adjusted estimates for hospitality 

spending. Sales for this component rose 1.7% in non-

seasonally-adjusted terms over the month. 

- Spending on durables – a star performer in 2021 – was 

flat in March (1.3% qoq) to lie 7% below late 2021 peaks. 

Rising interest rates and the weaker housing market 

backdrop should weigh on durables retail. 

 

Retail headwinds to remain intense over 2022 
A post-Omicron lift is expected for retail spending, but this is 

unlikely to be as pronounced as in previous episodes. Easing 

border restrictions into NZ will support the hospitality 

sector and travel-related domestic retail, but this will also 

encourage more kiwis to head and spend overseas rather than buy 

locally and nest build. This, housing headwinds and higher interest 

rates should weigh on broader spending, with consumer durables 

looking particularly vulnerable. 

It remains our expectation the retail outlook in general will be 

challenging over 2022 as headwinds facing the retail sector 

intensify.  The cost of living is soaring, with annual CPI inflation set to 

hit 7½% in early 2022 and with sharply rising debt servicing costs for 

households. Still-present retail stock shortages, tight credit 

conditions, a cooling housing market outlook and ongoing COVID-19 

caution highlight the challenges. Extremely weak readings for 

consumer sentiment in March also point to a weak consumer 

spending outlook. 

Despite household sector stagflation, the RBNZ is expected to move forward with OCR hikes. Inflation over 2022 is 

looking worryingly high and with a risk of high outcomes persisting. We expect a sequence of 25bp hikes with the OCR 

to peak at 2.75% in early 2023 with risks heavily skewed to the upside. How long the OCR can stay above circa 2% 

neutral levels is another matter entirely, particularly if the RBNZ moves harder and faster.  
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice. We believe that the information 
in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information available at 
the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject to 
change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. 
We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person 
involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.  
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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